
WM PP HU Interface – Pack Production
Order/ Process Order Materials

Prerequisites & Configuration:

1. Warehouse is WM+HU managed
2. Storage types are Storage unit managed
3. Packaging Material group and packaging material types creation and its

corresponding assignment
4. Configure Automatic packing
5. Packing production or process order through handling units( COWBPACK )
6. Receive the production or process order in stock(COWBHUWE)

I am taking 1 FG which will be shipped to 2 different customer having different
packaging material. Hence packaging instruction is the driving tool which is pivotal in
this scenario.

1. Lets check the material master of our first packaging material 70011185.
Material group is 0001 and packaging material type Z001. You need to create these
first and latter assign them in material master

http://saperp.org/author/admin/


2) Assignment



3) Configure Automatic packing in handling units.(You can find lot of scn documents
for automatic packing functionality)

4) Create a condition table.

Now, I have taken Ship to Party and material combination as our ultimate aim is to
have different packaging instruction determination with different customers.



5) Create Access sequence. Assign the condition table



6) Create determination type

7) Create procedure and assign the procedure.



8) Assign the procedure in the packaging transaction profile config.(OVHU2).



9) Create packing Instruction by POP1

Load carrier is the packaging material which will carry the load of FG to be packed in
Handling unit. Here as per business requirement, load carrier and to be packed
material quantity can be filled up.



10) Create packaging instruction determination by POF1,

Here material and ship to party has been assigned with the above created packing
instruction.

Similarly, create POP1 and POF1 for the second packaging material.

11) Create a production order process order and pack this into handling
unit COWBPACK.

I have created a process order of 6 pcs. Pass the process order to COWBPACK

and press enter. A pop up message will be triggered saying No packaging instruction
is found. Dont get discouraged with this message:) Because our packaging condition
is having combination of Material+ Ship to party



12) Now, put the ship to party in this screen and change the quantity to 2 because
against this process order we will conduct partial GR to 2 different ship to party for
stock differentiation.

Once you need ship to party, Automatic packing will be called in background and
packaging condition will be determined as we have maintained in POP1 and POF1.

Click on save HUs and a handling unit will be generated

13) Now receive the goods receipt of Handling unit with COWBHUWE.

( In help.sap, COBWHUWE is written which is wrong, please be careful)



14) And click on propose HU and save.

Handling unit will be posted in our 6000 storage location which is WM+HU managed,



Similarly, I packed the order and confirmed the receipt with 3 quantities with
different ship to party. So, system created another handling unit with different ship
to party.

15) Lets check stock in MMBE. 5 Pcs are available and lets check the generated
handling units



16) Check the stock in HUMO stock of separate handling units.

Its conspicuous 2 different stock has been packed for each ship to party and stock of
inventory at handling unit level

Hence this meets our requirement which Help.Sap has mentioned.

https://help.sap.com/saphelp_erp60_sp/helpdata/en/8e/9ccf535b804808e1000000
0a174cb4/frameset.htm



https://help.sap.com/viewer/95c61932dbb841a9a32b10ccd6d72d3f/6.03.18/en-US/
77ffbd53e3acb64ce10000000a174cb4.html

A less part of WM is covered because there are limitations of screen shot. After
goods receipt of material in HU+WMmanaged location, material will sit in 901
interim storage area. No TR will be generated because sloc is HU managed. You can
see TR number is zero

A TO will be automatically created based on configuration and needs to
manually confirmed.



Handling unit will then finally placed in destination storage BIN. Since handling unit
is putaway, it becomes storage unit in WM. So, handling unit=Storage Unit
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